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A-GPS and SUPL tests with the 
R&S®CRTU protocol test platform
The complex interaction between GPS functionality in mobile radio terminals and the related services in a 

network needs to function flawlessly. Rohde & Schwarz offers complete test solutions from a single source 

in this area.

GPS services will soon be a “must have” in 
wireless communications 

The widespread use of GPS-based navigation systems is 

also having an impact on wireless communications, where 

trend has been reinforced by statutory provisions adopted 

by national regulatory authorities such as Regulation E911 

issued by the US Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC), which requires the capability to signal the position of 

a caller who makes an emergency call in a wireless commu-

nications network. Complex systems of this kind work prop-

erly only if the GPS functionality in the mobile terminals inter-

acts perfectly with the corresponding services provided by 

the infrastructure.

For A-GPS (assisted GPS) in WCDMA and GSM networks 

and for SUPL (secure user plane), Rohde&Schwarz now 

offers complete test solutions from a single source using the 

¸SMU200A signal generator as the satellite simulator and 

the ¸CRTU protocol test platform as the system simulator. 

For SUPL tests, the ¸CMU200 universal radio communi-

cation tester can also be used instead of the ¸CRTU.

There are different methods that can be used to determine 

the position of mobile terminals in wireless communications 

networks. They range from a coarse position estimate based 

on the radio cell (with the positioning accuracy determined 

by the cell size) to triangulation using three base stations and 

GPS is a satellite-based system where the satellites trans-

mit their orbital parameters and timing information. The data 

is divided into two groups which differ, for example, in terms 

of repetition rate. Complete transmission of all data takes 

12.5 minutes. A complete data set is needed to determine the 

position.

In wireless communications networks, the coordinates of the 

base station in whose radio cell the mobile terminal is located 

can be used to make an initial approximation of the position. 

This information is transmitted to the mobile terminal as part 

of the assistance data to considerably shorten the time until 

exact GPS position data is available (FIG 1).

Tests for A-GPS and SUPL

Suitable data must be transmitted to and from the mobile ter-

minal for determining its position in a wireless communica-

tions network by means of GPS. For A-GPS, the signaling pro-

tocol is extended to include the required messages. Since 

signaling is dependent on the standard, there is A-GPS for 

GSM and A-GPS for WCDMA. They essentially differ only in 

that they use different structures for the signaling protocol. 

Another method of transmitting position data is to use an 

IP connection. This approach is used with SUPL. For applica-

tions involving an IP connection, it is irrelevant how data is 

transmitted, meaning they are bearer agnostic.

FIG 1 To reduce the time until exact GPS position data is available, the 

mobile phone is provided with the base station coordinates (via the assis-

tance data) to enable a coarse position estimate. 
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Tests for A-GPS and SUPL include signaling and minimum

performance tests.

Signaling tests check whether the messages that are 

format. Since these are highly dependent on the standard, 

GSM, A-GPS for WCDMA and for SUPL. There are also sep-

-

Forum (GCF) (FIG 2).

Minimum performance tests basically verify whether a 

mobile terminal is capable of determining its own position 

also make sense for A-GPS for GSM and for SUPL, which is 

GSM. Analogous discussion has now begun for SUPL. It is 

still unclear to what extent multimode terminals that support, 

for example, A-GPS for GSM and for WCDMA will require the 

A-GPS minimum performance tests for all of the supported 

technologies.

Test solutions from Rohde&Schwarz

Rohde&Schwarz is the only manufacturer to offer a A-GPS 

and SUPL test solution from a single source. When equipped 

with the ¸SMU-K65 software option, which is the 

A-GPS extension for the ¸SMU-K44 standard GPS soft-

ware option, the ¸SMU200A signal generator meets all 

requirements that exist for the simulation of GPS satellite sig-

nals for A-GPS/SUPL test cases. The test cases that involve 

signaling to the wireless communications network are exe-

cuted on the ¸CRTU protocol test platform. This platform 

also controls the ¸SMU200A, where it starts a satellite 

-

paths. The ¸SMU200A computes the associated assis-

tance data and forwards it to the protocol tester. This ensures 

that the simulated satellite positions are consistent with the 

assistance data. 

The ¸CRTU protocol test platform is available in two 

variants: the ¸CRTU-G for GSM signaling and the 

¸CRTU-W for WCDMA signaling. The ¸CRTU-GW 

protocol tester combines both standards. Either one can be 

-

tion consisting of the ¸CRTU-GW and ¸SMU200A 

thus covers all A-GPS and SUPL test requirements for confor-

mance tests.

A-GPS tests

With the ¸CRTU-GC10 and ¸CRTU-GC16 test pack-

ages for GSM A-GPS signaling and the ¸CRTU-WE10 

test package for WCDMA A-GPS signaling, a fully vali-

dated test solution has already been available for some time 

on the ¸CRTU platform. The ¸CRTU-WF02 pack-

ages now adds the minimum performance tests for WCDMA 

A-GPS, while the ¸CRTU-GF02 provides GSM A-GPS test 

capability. 
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FIG 2 Overview of test specifications and GCF work items.

FIG 3 The ¸SMU200A signal

generator simulates the satellite 

signals, while the ¸CRTU pro-

tocol test platform executes the 

test cases that involve signaling 

to the wireless communications 

network.
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For all of the A-GPS tests, the familiar user interface of the 

¸CRTU-G/ -W is available with its powerful analysis tools. 

Since minimum performance tests are based on the statisti-

cal evaluation of individual measurements, the distribution of 

measurement results is also presented graphically (FIG 4).

SUPL tests

With the ¸CA-AC06 SUPL test package, Rohde&Schwarz 

corresponding GCF WI 58 and thus attain the test entry crite-

rion from which these tests are mandatory.

SUPL which is possible due to the special structure of these 

tests. SUPL is an application that uses a TCP/IP connection. 

This means that the requirements imposed on the system 

simulator are less demanding, so that the ¸CMU200 uni-

versal radio communication tester can be used instead of the 

¸CRTU. In this case, the test application runs on an exter-

nal PC. SUPL is one of several applications that fall into the 

category of application testing. All of these applications are 

FIG 5 A familiar 

user interface: SUPL 

Message Flow.

FIG 4 Distribution of position-

ing results during a minimum 

performance test.

based on an IP connection and are thus bearer agnostic. The 

common framework for these applications is provided by the 

¸CRTU-AP01 ATE software, and the user interface and 

analysis tools are based on the corresponding elements of the 

¸CRTU environment (FIG 5).

Summary

The ¸CRTU protocol test platform and the ¸SMU200A 

signal generator provide users with a comprehensive 

A-GPS/SUPL test solution from a single source. This solu-

tion covers an extremely wide range of tests with a minimum 

of hardware. For customers who already use the ¸CRTU, 

these tests are an additional application that runs in a famil-

iar work environment, wich reduces the time needed to learn 

the new test application. Since the entire range of A-GPS test 

capabilities is structured in a modular way, it is possible to 

the lab.

Wolfgang Kalau
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